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HOW SMART

TECHNOLOGIES
TRANSFORM THE
WORKPLACE
Amid rising property price around the world and a more intense
competitive business landscape, companies are scrambling to save on
cost while maintaining their workforces’ productivity. A smart, high-tech
office, in this regard, plays an increasingly important role, ensuring
that employees stay in an automated and comfortable workspace.
Today’s smart office solutions help companies save on energy, meet in
cutting-edge conference rooms and manage visitors more effectively.
BY William Pao
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unning offices has become a more and more expensive
proposition. According to a recent whitepaper by Siemens,
a workplace in London already costs up to US$30,000 per
employee per year. Making matters worse, the paper said,
employees are also finding themselves having less space to work
from. “In response to the exorbitant costs, businesses are cutting
back on the amount of space assigned to each employee. The result
is that employees in open-plan offices have on average 11.5 square
meters of space compared to 46.5 square meters in conventional
workplaces,” the paper said.
Amid this trend, striking a balance between cost-saving and
delivering a comfortable workspace has become a daunting
challenge for enterprises, many of which have turned to smart office

Steve Barrett, CEO, Teamgo

Jack He, International Marketing
Director, HDL

ENERGY CONSERVATION
Nowhere are the benefits of smart office solutions more noticeable
than in the area of energy savings, achieved through automation that
appeals to modern office workers.
Ryan Martin, Principal Analyst, ABI
Research

“It’s very often that people will forget to turn off the lights and AC, or close the door when they leave.
By using a smart system you don’t need to think about it anymore,” said Jack He, International Marketing
Director at HDL. “System will do this for you and will check the status of devices in a specific time period

based on the logic settings.”
“Users can now determine how devices, such as air conditioning and lighting, behave under different situations, such as user
identity, time, crowd size and nature of activity,” said Patrick Lim, Director of Group Sales and Marketing at Ademco Security Group.
“Connected devices now makes addressing all these factors a lot easier.”
Typically the automation of HVAC and lights relies on sensors that “sense” the present conditions of the office. “We offer a wide
range of smart sensors technology, from presence detectors with in-built lux sensors to outdoor weather sensors for the office
space to be automatically self-managed and achieve the maximum energy efficiency without sacrificing on comfort,” said John
Tan, Key Account Manager at ABB. “These sensors will enable the office to automatically adjust its settings such as lights, HVAC,
automated blinds, windows and outdoor façade according to the changes in the environment.”
“The amount of ambient light coming into a building throughout the day differs by the time of the day. Already we
see solutions where lights will fade automatically as you get closer to the windows, and they will adjust dynamically
throughout the day,” said Ryan Martin, Principal Analyst at ABI Research.
Taking a step further, sensors can interact with an employee’s wearable device to make the necessary adjustments.
“Think of a large enterprise where folks are outfitted with wearable devices as part of an office health and wellness
program. Those devices could have the ability to monitor temperature,” Martin said. “One of those inputs could be how
it feels on an individual. Maybe 75 degrees Fahrenheit is hot for one person and cool for another, and at a particular
point of the day one of us is in office, so if the building were to know that automatically or in advance, it could adjust
ahead of time to accommodate the fact that the person who prefers cooler temperatures is not in the office. This
kind of automation can have a big impact on operating cost.”
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SMART MEETINGS
Meetings are a regular part of the office
life. Already perceived to be gruesome and
laborious, meetings can add further rage
and frustration if things go horribly wrong
in the meeting room — for example finding
projectors that don’t work or not knowing
which cord goes to which device. As such,
companies again turn to smart office solutions
that enhance the meeting experience.

solutions that make the office environment
more automated and intelligent. Sensors that
are attached to trash bins and connected to the
backend system can, for example, send alerts when
a particular bin is about to be full so the user can act
accordingly. Sensors attached to workstations, desks
and chairs can also give insights into which areas of
the office are occupied or which meeting rooms are in
use. Increased efficiency and productivity, then, will be a
byproduct of this kind of automation.
“A smart office can have a major impact on the way
business is done. A conferencing, computer or collaboration system that is easy-to-use and works well will allow
employees to be more productive with their time in the
workstation, without frustration,” said Bill Lally, President of
Mode:Green. “Typically the value of the time of the staff in
the room far outweighs the cost of technology. Making these
people more efficient maximizes the manpower investment and
optimized productivity.”
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Needless to say, ease
of use is of paramount
importance in the
design of an integrated
meeting room solution.
“Making people more
efficient maximizes the
manpower investment
and optimized productivity, so a key component
Glenn Jystad, Director, Product
in designing systems
Marketing, InFocus
that incorporate conferencing, audio and video is the ease-of-use for
employees and those visiting the meeting
SavingS JuStify inveStment
spaces,” said Bill Lally, President of Mode:Green.
While the aforementioned solutions that make offices smart can be
“Without it, meetings can be derailed or
expensive in the beginning, the cost savings that are achieved in the
certain content can’t be accessed.”
long run will justify the initial investment. “Obviously, more automation
More and more, vendors offer one-button
and intelligence tend to result in higher cost. However, even with some
controls that manage all equipment or
devices in the meeting room. “The people
hate to use different switches to turn on
different devices. Also they are not happy
with lot’s of cables for PC connecting
or other devices. We set up three to
four scenes for the meeting room,
depending on the type of meeting.
For example, for official meeting it
requires better lighting effects so
we make meeting scene for it.
For none-official meeting we
also add RGB lighting effects
into the scene,” said Jack He,
Bill Lally, President, Mode:Green
Chloe Leiper, Marketing and
Patrick Lim, Director, Group Sales and
Communications Manager, ICD
Marketing, Ademco Security Group
International Marketing
Security Solutions
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Director at HDL. “The most important thing is that anyone, it doesn’t matter if you know smart
technology or not, will simply choose the scene by pressing one button. That’s all he needs to
do. Either press on only one physical button on a wall panel, or to use app in cell phone, then
the meeting scene will come up automatically.”
“Our system allows users to control or create preset scene mode such as presentation mode
via the physical push button switches, touchscreen panel or mobile devices. A preset scene
mode will save the user time with just the push of a button — the lights can be dimmed and
projection screen can be automatically lowered. Audio system can also be integrated and
controlled via the touchscreen panel/mobile device,” said John Tan, Key Account Manager at ABB.

Collaboration is Key
More and more, meetings are joined by members from multiple sites. The sharing of
contents among meeting participants has therefore become more important. “Millennials’
expectations as they enter the workforce are having an impact on meeting spaces and
technologies. They often expect a warmer office space with huddle spaces and ways to collaborate with their colleagues and superiors, and they also have expectations for the devices that
they use. This is causing a shift, where traditional conference phones are going to phase out, in
favor of more collaborative systems that include video conferencing and easily allow for BYOD
connections,” said Glenn Jystad, Director of Product Marketing at InFocus.
InFocus’ solution to this trend is their interactive whiteboard with built-in video conferencing capabilities. “Instead of needing to set up a conferencing and audio system and also
a projection system that can’t be shared with those outside the room, digital whiteboards
that combine video conferencing and sharing capabilities provide a single piece of hardware
to install that can be effective for meetings contained in the room or shared with outside
parties,” Jystad said. “This type of device can save businesses space, money on installation,
maintenance, and aggravation that comes when combining several disparate technologies to
achieve one result.”
Another interesting aspect to look at is the meeting room furniture which can be attached
with sensors and robotics. “In a conference room, more often than not the chairs are not going
to get pushed back in. So that either requires the company to hire someone to do this or have
a messy conference room when clients, bosses and employees come in. Neither of those are
very attractive scenarios,” said Ryan Martin, Principle Analyst at ABI Research. “But to have office
chairs be able to put themselves back where they’re supposed to be, that’s one scenario that
could be interesting.”
When looking for a meeting room
solution, the end user needs to take
their own needs and objectives into
consideration. “Each conference
space is customized for the needs
of the users, to serve a primary
function for them and provide
flexibility where needed. Some
offices may focus on the video
conferencing system itself, and
others may want to add more of the
energy management component,
or fixate on audio quality. There is
no exact template for systems, aside
from the end results of improved
functionality and other benefits
associated with it,” Lally said.

Meetings are
joined by members
from multiple sites.
The sharing of
contents among
meeting participants has therefore
become important.
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VISITOR M

Debbie Pendleton, VP, Sales
and Marketing, STOPware

Virginia Savietto, Marketing
Manager, Security Identification
Systems Corporation

John Tan, Key Account Manager, ABB
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basic solutions now such as profile-based access to facility and
booking-based utility costing, there is already a fair amount
of savings and convenience compared to traditional office
systems,” said Patrick Lim, Director of Group Sales and
Marketing at Ademco Security Group.
“Although the initial startup cost may seem relatively
more than a conventional system, the monthly cost
saving can be significant,” said John Tan, Key Account
Manager at ABB. “Case studies have shown that a
smart system such as our KNX system has led to
an almost 70-percent reduction in energy usage,
which is another pull factor for companies and
workers to turn to smart offices.”
Modern office solutions are meant for staff
and employees to work, meet and receive
guests in a more efficient and effortless way,
all with the objective of raising the
workforce’s overall productivity in a more
competitive business world. With
property price surging and offices
becoming more and more expensive to
operate, smart office solutions and the
automation that they bring are
expected to become more popular
in the future.
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Another important
element of an office is
receiving guests who
come to the office to talk
business or simply pay a
visit. This is where visitor
management systems
play an important role.
Today’s VMS products
come with various
functions and features that
not only keep offices safe
but also make them smart.

A major function of a visitor management
system is to secure office premises in a more efficient way.
“Today’s visitor management systems offer a smart and
digitalized solution for a process that can traditionally be
time consuming, inefficient and with room for loopholes
and inaccuracies. Instead of relying on people and paper

A visitor
management system
typically includes
components that
capture, store and
analyze visitor
data.

MANAGEMENT
for visitor records, smart visitor management systems can
save and track data, allowing end users to easily search for
and analyze visitor information and statistics,” said Chloe
Leiper, Marketing and Communications Manager at ICD
Security Solutions. “In addition, costs can be cut by the
reduced need for staff to manually authorize and grant site
access, and the identity of the visitor can be more reliably
verified with electronic ID recognition and face recognition
technology.”
“Potential risks become less probable when undesirable
guests are deterred through the use of a visitor management
system,” said Virginia Savietto, Marketing Manager at Security
Identification Systems Corporation. “Our visitor management
solution can also cross check external criminal, sex offender
and internal ‘deny-entry’ watch lists. This greatly increases the
security team’s ability to quickly identify and stop potential
undesirable security threats from gaining access to the
facility.”
A visitor management system typically includes
components that capture, store and analyze visitor data.
“Today’s visitor management systems capture a variety
of information about visitors, including agreeing to and
signing documents, such as an NDA, and checking visitors
against watch lists, including sex offender screening and
government watch lists,” said Debbie Pendleton, VP of

Sales and Marketing at STOPware. “Real-time integration
with many external systems from employee data to access
control systems is also an important feature of today’s visitor
management system.”
“We make use of consumer-grade hardware such as iPads,
making it very affordable to consider implementation of a
digital visitor management system,” said Steve Barrett, CEO of
Teamgo. “Using the devices’ native capabilities you can expect
to collect data from the visitor, capturing their photo, viewing
and signing agreements on screen, instant notifications to staff
notifying them a visitor has arrived and badge printing.”
All these features make offices smart in many ways. One of
them is through increased operational efficiency, allowing staff
and employees to do more with less.
“Operational efficiency is increased by reducing the visitor
processing time. Visitor management becomes a three-step
process taking approximately 30 seconds: the operator simply
scans a visitor’s ID or pre-registration barcode,” said Pendleton.
“The workplace can be further automated by using kiosks for
self-registration by the visitor, instead of or in addition to, a
receptionist. This frees up the receptionist for other tasks or for
a remote satellite site negates the need to hire a receptionist.”
“Improved efficiency is achieved through reduced contact
time between the visitor and their host through the arrival
process from collection of data to acceptance of any contracts.
Productivity is also achieved in removing disruption of
employee concentration and focus when visitors arrive to an
unmanned reception desk at the workplace,” said Barrett.

Data and VMS
Beyond operational efficiency, companies and offices
can further benefit from a visitor management system by
leveraging the visitor data collected from the system. “Data
from visitor management systems can be accessed by end
users at any time in the form of raw data or customized
reports. Visitor data can then be analyzed during specific
time periods or at particular sites, enabling the end user to
find patterns (or discrepancies) which may help a company
optimize their visitor registration or authorization processes,
or the site’s security,” Leiper said. “The data generated can
also help the end user to monitor and categorize visitor
groups in various ways, for example white list and black list
management, identifying people who may need a frequent
visitor pass and so on.”
“Analytical data helps draw meaningful and accurate
decisions,” said Savietto. “The use of factual analysis can help
leaders make strategic business decisions and set a new
course. Analyzing visitor traffic data can help an organization
with: lowering costs, preparing and planning for emergencies,
conducting in-depth investigations, maximizing time and
resources, projecting outcomes, predicting future trends,
adhering to compliance rules, improving customer experience,
and achieving better, fact-based decision-making and creating
higher-quality products and services.”
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